Reports at Baylor ‘shocking’

ISU president calls initial reports relating to the NCAA and the Division I board of directors — sat down with a Big 12 board member and a member of both the NCAA and the Division I board of directors — to discuss the issue. "It's almost inconceivable to come to a point that we had been dealt with a major institution like the University of Oklahoma, which was fundamentally aligned with us, in a way that we thought would be fair and just. And we didn't think it would be fair and just," Leath said. "We're going to try to deal with the reductions, and our message to them is that we are committed to communicating our needs and our message to them."

Dr. Robert Reynolds, Iowa State University’s vice president for student affairs, said he and other university leaders, such as President Steven Leath, they are a temporary situation, and for now, we'll focus on student recruitment and retention efforts to help scale this university up again. "We're growing, and we're growing in all areas," Leath said. "It'd be much more problematic if the reductions were to persist, and it takes funding, Leath said that if the reductions were to persist, it would be terrible, but also tuition increases."

Carbondale. "I have to deal with the scandal since no one, through this situation, is satisfied with the NCAA, and what the NCAA, including the Big 12, has done to date in terms of dealing with the scandal is not satisfactory."

Douglas was also a member of the NCAA and the Division I board of governors, and he said he would work to improve the situation. "We're relatively pleased with the new leader of the NCAA, President Mark Emmert, and by next year, we'll be back seeing increases to the budget."

Leath weights in on current issues

Iowa State president Steven Leath said the initial reports relating to the sexual assault allegations at Baylor "are shocking." "We're relatively pleased with the new leader of the NCAA, President Mark Emmert, and by next year, we'll be back seeing increases to the budget."

Students at Iowa State University, no matter what immigration executive orders. And while Student Government debated some of the uncertainties caused by the immigration executive orders, and while Student Government debated some of the language of the resolution, it ultimately hopes to create an immigration executive order.uchs is slated to take Branstad's place should be appointed as the U.S. ambassador to China. Reynolds graduated from Iowa State in December 2010.

Leath and his team said in the short term, the university has to deal with the reductions, which he said will largely impact ongoing research and innovations, and with the university’s forecasting several Iowa State positions temporarily as they are not certain to be a permanent role. "It's going to be a long time, and whenever they come in the middle of the road, they are essentially toeing as far as they can," Leath said. "We're going to try to do our very best to support the students."
This document contains various articles and notices. Here is a sample of the information it contains:

**DIARY OF EVENTS**

- **Thursday, February 2, 2017**
  - Meetings: Professional and Social Sciences, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the ISU Graduate College on Memorial Union. The event is free and open to the public.
  - **Diversity**
    - On campus activities organized by the Office of the Vice President for Equity and Diversity.
  - **Women's History Month**
    - Activities organized by the Office of the Vice President for Student Life and Equity.

**WEATHER**

- **Thursday, February 2, 2017**
  - **Forecast:** Partly sunny. High 26, Low 12.

**SNAPSHOT**

- **Ladysmith Black Mambazo**
  - **February 2, 2017**
  - **Event:** The annual Undergraduate Research Symposium will take place April 11 in Room 127 of Currier Hall. The research symposium is sponsored by Undergraduate Research, Graduate College, and ISU College of Education. All events and exhibitions will be free and open to the public.

**CAMPUSS BRIEF**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Featured Story:** Groups of students wrote examples of empowerment, inclusiveness and feeling welcome during the annual Undergraduate Research Symposium, according to ISU Student Life. The information sessions will take place Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, beginning at 10 a.m. and continuing until 4 p.m.

**INFORMATION SESSION**

- **Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium:** April 11, Room 127 Currier Hall. The symposium will take place April 11 in Room 127 of Currier Hall. The research symposium is sponsored by Undergraduate Research, Graduate College, and ISU College of Education. All events and exhibitions will be free and open to the public.

**DAILY LUNCH WITH THE RUGBY TEAM**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Lunch with the Iowa State Rugby Team:** The Daily Lounge will host lunch with the Iowa State Rugby Team. The event will take place Thursday, February 9, at The M-Shop in the Memorial Union. The event is free and open to the public.

**WEB CAST**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Webcast:** The Iowa State Daily is published weekly by the student body of Iowa State University. The newspaper is available online at iowastatedaily.com.

**PHOTO GALLERY**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Photo Gallery:** Photos from the Iowa State vs. Arizona State football game are available for viewing at iowastatedaily.com.

**DAILY BRIEF**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Daily Brief:** The Iowa State Daily is published weekly by the student body of Iowa State University. The newspaper is available online at iowastatedaily.com.

**STUDENT ORGANIZES MARCH AGAINST TRUMP'S VACATION TRAVEL BAN**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Article:** Emily Blobaum, the Iowa State Daily’s editor in chief, has organized a protest against President Trump’s vacation travel ban. The protest will take place April 11, beginning at 10 a.m. and continuing until 4 p.m. in Room 127 of Currier Hall.

**DIGITAL CONTENT**

- **February 2, 2017**
  - **Digital Content:** The Iowa State Daily is published weekly by the student body of Iowa State University. The newspaper is available online at iowastatedaily.com.
Iranian students stand together outside Parks Library. In the Aggie on Wednesday, chanting, “I am from Iran, ask me a question.”

By Whitney Mason
@iowastatedaily.com

“I stood by you guys.” A passing student directed those words toward Iranian students standing up together in front of Parks Library.

Students were protesting the recent immigration ban put into place by President Donald Trump. The protest was one of many currently happening across the country in response to the ban.

The phrase was coined by Constance Callahan, a senior in Communication Studies at Iowa State, and was repeated throughout the day in response to everything that happened in the immigration ban.

The phrase was also a topic of discussion in an interview with Haag on Wednesday.

“This was a response to Trump spending his day in front of the press and saying, ‘alternative facts’ during an interview on Meet the Press,” Callahan said.

Since then, the phrase has been mocked and parodied on social media, with the popular hashtag #alternativefacts on Twitter.

For Haag, the use of alternative facts is something that is becoming more prevalent in the world of fake news and alternative facts.

“I think that’s where journalism needs to be involved and where PR needs to take us,” she said. “Alternative facts have been a real bad light on PR.”

While each profession has issues with one another, Haag said that journalists and PR professionals in many cases receive the same training.

“Virtually every journalist goes into the major and then leaves the major and goes into the industry,” Callahan said. “It’s ridiculous to be [banned] for our religion.”

She added that social media is also hurting a lot of people who are viewing the news.

“My training as a PR person is just learning that anything that is supposed to be ‘supposed to be’ is not doing that,” she said.

While this news came out in the theater, Callahan acknowledged the need for good public relations and good journalism processes.

As people took off, many gave hugs and words of encouragement to each other. The Iowa State students knew that they were not alone.

The student felt the need to express their views, and to answer questions from their peers.

Kiana Mousavi, a student from Iran, offered to answer any of the questions from those who weren’t sure of what was going on.

Mousavi was also willing to explain to Trump that immigration is a matter of family to her.

“I was going to ask my mom to come over and stay with her, but she can’t now,” Mousavi explained. “We don’t know how long the ban will last or if other countries will be added. It will be difficult for people to get jobs or to get students to come here.”

“It’s ridiculous to be [banned] for our religion,” said Mousavi, who was born and raised in Iran. He said he had to go to Dubai to get his student visa because there is no American Embassy in Iran. As an Op- tional Practical Training (OPT) student, he receives temporary employment related to his area of study and can work 12 months before and after completing his studies. Students must know their OPT visa one year to two years.

With the ban in place, Mousavi isn’t sure if he can continue in the program and move his student visa.

“I don’t know what I can do.”

Shariati is currently at the entrance of the OPT program.

“This one knows what will happen after,” Shariati said, referring to the possibility of the OPT program being dissolved.

The Iranian students expressed fears and worries for their futures in the United States.

“We need help, we don’t know what will happen,” Mousavi said.

“We’ve been hurt,” Shariati said. “We need to ask for help, have discussions, but don’t go away.”

The Iranian students will have a rally outside Parks Library on Monday.

The lounge was named after Col. Harold Stallon Pereira, sophomore in finance, who said he enjoys the silence of the lounge.

The lounge is a comfortable and safe place for students to hang out and socialize.

“We have a diverse group of students from all different backgrounds and ages,” he said.

He also said the view of Central Campus is great.

“I am really excited to be working with the veterans,” he said.

The lounge is open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day and is open during all holidays.
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Veterans Center receives upgrade at Memorial Union

By Emily Scherer
@iowastatedaily.com

The Iowa State Pride Veterans’ Lounge has served as a resource for veterans and their families since its opening in 2012.

Having recently undergone its original space on the third floor of the Memorial Union, the Pride Veterans’ Lounge was moved to the second floor on the north end of the Memorial Union.

The lounge was named after Col. Harold R. Pride, the first director of the Memorial Union Pride center.

Pride directed the Memorial Union Pride center from 1987 to 1990. He served in both World War I and World War II. The Veteran’s Lounge was established in recognition of his service.

Veterans Services coordinator, said local veterans and their families were referred to on an individual basis.

The new Veterans’ Lounge was able to do that.

“Our mission here is to strengthen the lives of veterans, military personnel, their families and our community,” Chicoine said.

There are more than 900 students and families within Iowa State’s community of veterans.

The community has grown about 28 percent at Iowa State, making up 5 percent of the student population.

“Veterans are a group of individuals that can touch all demographics,” Chicoine said. “The single most important thing that this community can do is provide a space where you can come together over a common experience.”

The Pride Veterans’ Lounge is open 24 hours a day in all Iowa State student union buildings.

With the mapping of the lounge, the logo of the infamous Camper, the center is a commonly used spot for students.

Valerie Petrea, sophmore in finance, said she enjoys having friends over to study.

He also said the view of Central Campus is great.

Many students who use the center share Petrea’s point of view. Jimmie Kan, sophomore in industrial engineering, said the lounge is a comfortable and safe place for students.

The lounge is also a great source to help students find jobs.

“Learning to return to service is in those who have served,” Chicoine said.
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“Learni
**SNAPSHOTS**

**NOW and THEN**

Jonathan Castro spoke to students and faculty members about the 2024 NFL Draft. Castro is a former Iowa State student and is looking to recruit by offer as a football coach at Iowa State. Castro spoke about the importance of the NFL Draft and how it can affect the future of collegiate football.

**BAYLOR p1**

Associated Press. "Lawyers have great imagi-

ation and after college. Starting out as an architecture

student, Jonathan Castro speaks to students and faculty mem-

bers at Iowa State University. Castro, who is a former Iowa

State football player, said he learned a lot from his experi-

ence in the football program and how it helped him

develop his career.

**STUGOV p1**

Lawyers have great imagination and after college. Starting out as an architecture student, Jonathan Castro speaks to students and faculty members at Iowa State University. Castro, who is a former Iowa State football player, said he learned a lot from his experience in the football program and how it helped him develop his career.

**The Hourglass:** A Pause in Time

By Noah Jaffe

**The Hourglass**

The Hourglass is a weekly column that focuses on the experiences of the students, faculty, and staff at Iowa State University. This week, we explore the perspectives of different individuals on how they have navigated the challenges and opportunities of their lives.

**Crossword**

**Opportunity awaits at career fair**

By Noell Maki

From internship to full-time job, finding the right fit is one of the first steps in a student’s career. Many Iowa State students are preparing to attend the orientation and find opportunities to network and explore career possibilities.

**Sudoku**

**Solutions**

By Linda Black

**Horoscopes**

By Linda Black

**Today’s Birthday**

Today and tomorrow (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

- **44 French father**
- **48 Biblical songs**
- **50 Bobby’s monster**
- **57 Jimmy Stewart**
- **58 Star Wars**
- **62 1996 film**
- **63 Tables**
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Federal freezing is unrealistic

Federal hiring freeze is an unrealistic approach that will not address the core issues of spending and efficiency. While it may save a small amount of money, the broader implications are detrimental to the government's operations and overall performance. This move is a band-aid solution that fails to address the deeper problems that need to be tackled. Instead, focusing on reducing waste and inefficiencies would be a more effective approach to achieving cost savings. Without addressing the underlying issues, the freeze will only serve as a temporary measure that does not address the root causes of the problem.
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Recruiting rampage continues New football signee finds true home

By Aaron Marx
@Iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State coach Matt Campbell speaks on Wednesday at his National Signing Day press conference. Campbell and the Cyclones signed 15 recruits, marking the eighth straight season that Iowa State has signed a top-50 recruiting class.

The Cyclones fell to No. 2 Baylor at Hilton Coliseum on Saturday, 66-61, and it is the Cyclones’ second straight loss.

The Cyclones shot 39.7 percent from the field, including 7-of-24 from three-point range. Iowa State had a season-low six assists, while committing 14 turnovers.

The game was slow in the first half, with neither team turning on the offensive faucet. Iowa State had four assists to 13 turnovers and had just 21 points at the half.

“I think we were all getting to the point where it was,” Iowa State guard Seanna Johnson said. “We were trying to get something going, and they were having a tough time, but they were doing a good job of making it tough on us.”

But in the second half, the Bears turned it on and really took Iowa State to the cleaners.

Baylor was able to outscore Iowa State in the second half, 35-20.

“We needed to get a couple of our guys to step up,” Iowa State head coach Matt Campbell said. “We had a few guys who had some good opportunities and couldn’t get anything going in the second half.”

Iowa State fell to No. 2 Baylor at Hilton Coliseum

Cyclones fall to No. 2...
**Culturally-infused music arrives at Stephens**

**By Kyle Cravens**

The Mbube choral group Ladysmith Black Mambazo will perform at Stephens Auditorium this Friday, February 3. The show starts at 7:30 p.m.; tickets start at $12 and can be purchased through the Stephens Auditorium website.

Culturally-infused music arrives at Stephens

**By Jake Dalley**

**‘Threads’ show celebrates 71 years of dance**

Celebrating 71 years of dance, the Iowa State Orchesis Dance Company will present Orchesis 1’s annual production of *Threads*. “This weekend at Fisher Theater,” says the show’s choreographer, Isabella Brewer, “we are connected to our family, friends and ancestors. We dance for our ancestors in a way we know that they are alive, as a way of remembering our ancestors.”

The idea for *Threads* was born, Brewer says, after her father was in a car accident. They both suffered physical injuries, and Brewer found that she could live with her injury if she could dance. She was inspired to create a piece that included all sorts of people: “It’s a dance meant to commemorate our dance because for so many dances, it’s just curious and insightful, offering a closer look into the lives for people.”

Brewer believes the cuts to arts on the horizon will recreate one of the old routines created by the advisor in the show. Of course, hopes that audience members won’t take it as an indication for less time, as more than just a dance soon.

“The show is about 71 minutes long; you can purchase tickets for $10 at the door of Fisher Theater. Performances on Friday and Saturday will be at 7:30 p.m., while Sunday will start at 2:30 p.m.”

Friday night will be show day. Students interested in attending the show can purchase tickets for $5 at the door.

“Isabella Brewer’s first name is Isabella. Her middle name is Tucker. Orchesis 1 vice president.”

**President Donald Trump as part of a plan to cut 5 trillion dollars of spending from the Trump administration’s budget will recommend the National Endowment for the Arts,” committee members say they are concerned about the cuts, which will result in losses for the arts and education funded under NEA.**
**DOUGLAS**

amo in who could participate, not even during a time when segrega-

tion was the law of the land.

Walter was older than 5 whom he learned about wrestling from his grandpa, who came from a wrestling tribe in Sudan called the Nubian. His family was wealthy and had a large compound in the Nile Delta. The ruler of the tribe wanted to get his son into the world of wrestling and approached Walter’s grandfather to do so. Walter’s grandpa accepted and the boy was trained in the art of wrestling.

The boy was taught various techniques and became very skilled in the sport. He was eventually sent to an American college to continue his training and to compete in international tournaments. His skills quickly became known, and he won numerous titles and medals for his country.

Walter became the first black athlete to win a gold medal in wrestling at the Olympics, a fact that he is very proud of. He has since used his platform to promote peace and unity through sports, and he continues to be an inspiration to many young people around the world. His story is a testament to the power of perseverance and dedication, and a reminder that dreams can come true with hard work and a strong will.